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300,000 employees in
52 countries

Each day thousands of Securitas Canada employees don their uniforms in preparation of another
work day. This is done day in and day out and year over year. But it dawned on me on how
many of our employees know the history of the organization. So given the platform of the
Newsletter I felt as if I would provide you with a little background and history on Securitas.
Our history is a story of a small Swedish security company that has grown and expanded
worldwide. It all started in 1934 with only three employees. Today we are 300,000 employees
in 52 countries, spread across five continents.
The roots of Securitas began in 1934 when Erik Philip-Sörensen founded Hälsingborgs Nattvakt
in Helsingborg, Sweden. It quickly expanded as he acquired a number of other security
companies in southern Sweden.
In 1949, AB Securitas Alarm was founded as the company's security-technology subsidiary, and
during the following decade, the company started expanding internationally.
In 1972, the group was rebranded as Securitas, the Roman goddess of security and stability,
with a logotype consisting of three red dots and the word "Securitas." The dots represent our
core values of “Integrity, Vigilance and Helpfulness."
In 1976, Erik Philip-Sörensen sold the Securitas group to his sons Jörgen and Sven, and in
1981, the group was divided between the sons, with the international operations developing
into Group 4 and the Swedish operations retaining the Securitas brand. So yes, G4S and
Securitas share the same roots!
In 1983, Securitas was sold to a holding company, and in 1985, it was acquired by Investment
AB Latour, controlled by Gustaf Douglas. Under the new ownership, the group had a greater
focus on security, and in 1989, an international expansion was initiated, with acquisitions in
Norway, Denmark and Portugal, and establishment in Hungary.
Throughout the 1990s, foreign acquisitions were made in 11 European countries and in the
United States. Then in 1999, Securitas acquired Pinkerton, and in 2000, Burns Security, as well
as several regional security companies in the United States. These acquisitions made Securitas
one of the largest security companies in the world. Starting from its humble beginnings in
Helsinborg, Sweden Securitas is now one of the leading security services providers worldwide
with a strong global position in integrated security solutions in North America, Europe, Latin
America and growth markets in the Middle East, Asia and Africa. Securitas operates in 52
countries.
So the next time you put on your uniform you will have a greater knowledge of Securitas and
hopefully a greater sense of pride!

Dwayne Gulsby, Securitas Canada, President
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Fundraising Update!
We’re three months into 2014 and with it; two meetings into our 2014 Securitas Canada Fundraising Planning.
This year is shaping up to be another great year of fundraising with our Jeans Day Program well underway with all proceeds going to the
Make-A-Wish Foundation in addition to Jeans Day, we all have June 13th marked on our calendars as Country Coordinator Sherri Mizrachi
and Toronto Branch Manager Milroy Mariampillai have already raised their $1,500.00 to repel off of Toronto City Hall. Last year through
our fundraising efforts we were able to make 6 year old Kymora’s wish come true and this year we are all very excited to make Carla’s wish
come true.
This year will be the 10th anniversary of the Securitas Canada Cure for Cancer Ball Hockey Challenge as we take to the ball hockey playing
surface to further our fight against cancer. Last year we raised funds for both the Canadian Cancer Society and Valerie’s Flutter Foundation.
In 2014 we will again raise money for the Canadian Cancer Society, while two teams will participate in the event in Ottawa to continue our
support to Valerie’s Flutter Foundation. This year’s event will also allow for funds to be raised and go directly to the Make-A-Wish
Foundation as our planning/organizing committee has created the opportunity.
Led by Winnipeg Jets forward Bryan Little, the event will again feature participation from current and former National Hockey League
players and we have already secured a commitment from the Toronto Maple Leafs Alumni who will be returning for a second consecutive
year.
Over the coming weeks we will be announcing the location and date for this year’s event. If you would like to donate or participate, please
email James Evans at james.evans@securitas.ca.

James Evans, Securitas Canada, National Quality/Health & Safety Manager

Purchasing Power
We encourage you as a valued Securitas Canada employee to take advantage of the Corporate discounts we have secured for you:

General Motors:

http://www.gm.ca/gm/english/corporate/supplier-program/eligibility

Ford

www.fordpartner.com, enter passcode - VC648

HP

www.hpshopping.ca, enter affiliate passcode epp_securitas

DELL

1-877-297-6974, Member ID: 1910208 – Securitas

Telus/Apex

www.apexwireless.ca/corporate/login.php
Login: Securitas, Password: telusplan

For any questions or details please contact Sherri Mizrachi, Country Coordinator at sherri.mizrachi@securitas.ca.

Sherri Mizrachi, Securitas Canada, Country Coordinator
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Someone you should know
For the past three years, Jerry Excellent has been a Branch Manager for Securitas Canada
in Montreal, Quebec. Security has always been the center of his life and his experience is
enriched by the work he has done in both public and private security.
Jerry’s “above and beyond” approach to great customer service to both clients and
employees is what has helped him go from Site Officer to the Branch Manager he is
today. His specialty is servicing hotels, shopping centers and condominium high rises.
“My goal is always to ensure the public’ protection by being up to date with training,

Jerry Excellent, on duty 2002

enabling my team with all the tools they need.”
What made you choose security as a career?
I learned martial arts at an early age and was privileged to take from it values and principles such as respect, integrity,
discipline, composure and team work and from that time onwards only a few career choices interested me with private
security being my first choice. I was an officer from 1993 to 1999 and a police officer from 2002 to 2008.
What did security, private and public, bring you?
As a police officer in the Great North of Quebec, I worked with Inuit communities where trust was very challenging and hard
to earn. After succeeding in earning it I felt that it made me a better person, whether it be with my officers, at the office, or
with my clients, they all knew that they could genuinely trust me. As an officer and site officer, I developed a solid
knowledge of the realities of security, from operations management to the dynamics of the union. This allowed me to
understand both points of view and be efficient as a Branch Manager.
How did you go from security officer to Branch Manager with Securitas?
I’ve always been one to give 100% in everything I do, and it got noticed. I was first promoted from a Security Guard to
being Site Supervisor and, in two months’ time, I was able to bring significant improvements by showing initiative and
managing emergency situations in ways that exceeded expectations. The Montreal team recognized my work and efforts
and gave me a chance to meet with them and interview to become a Branch Manager!
What do your clients appreciate about your work?
I am available 24/7 and have a qualified team who are always willing and ready to take action. To illustrate this an example
is where a special event took place at the St. James Hotel during the 2013 Formula 1 Grand Prix. The event itself needed a
lot of planning because of its nature with 33 Ferraris to watch, assigning two Ferraris per officer. We planned and were
ready when a last minute request for officers to escort two very well-known Hollywood actors and the Rolling Stones, (who
were playing at the Bell Center the next day) came in. I had a few minutes to reorganize everything: I freed officers up by
assigning three Ferraris per officer, allowing the other ones to assist with the celebrities’ security. Securitas assisted the
celebrities’ security team with our leadership acknowledged by the Rolling Stones directly to the hotel’s General Manager
who gratefully shared this with me at the end of the event.
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Where do you find your day to day passion and job satisfaction?
I find job satisfaction when I visit my officers, get to know them, and have them realize the respect I have for each one of them. I
am always available to help and listen to their suggestions, and as a result, they work well, with high client satisfaction. I find my
day to day passion by getting to know my people and by knowing they are happy.
In addition, I have chosen to involve myself in fundraising for charities of my choice through organizing various events such as
paintball, hockey tournaments and cupcakes sales.
How does Securitas Canada allow you to consistently improve yourself and your skills?
Every day I learn something new and have the chance to work with well experienced
colleagues who all share best practices with each other. In addition I have an outstanding
Scheduler, and a wonderful AVP as my mentor, and thanks to them, I have improved my
financial report analysis and have been selected to follow a training program to
develop my potential as a Manager. In the past year, I have developed new clients by
personally going out to meet them at critical moments when they require a security
professional and I am confident in the services that we provide. Thanks to my training

Jerry Excellent, S/O Securitas Canada

My portfolio is living proof that clients are willing to change from their current security provider to Securitas, the more
professional choice. Managing only 24 contracts allows me to perfect my client relationships and develop new relationships
and I look forward to this every day!

Trevor Thompson, Securitas Canada, Area Vice President QNEO Area
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Service Notes
Nenad Keric, GTSO Area
2013 Securitas Canada Heroism Award Winner
On December 10, 2012, S/O Nenad Keric was called to a medical emergency, along
with his fellow Emergency Response Team Members, at the client site. Upon arriving
on scene, Nenad found a patient collapsed on the ground, with employees performing
CPR. Nenad took over patient care, as he had a higher level of medical response
training, and discovered that the patient had no vital signs (VSA). Nenad connected an
Automated External Defibrillator (AED) and continued CPR, as well as administering
‘shocks’ with the AED (2 in total). The paramedics arrived while Nenad was performing
CPR and took over patient care. The paramedics administered another 2 shocks, at
which time the patient’s vital signs returned. After reviewing the data taken from the
AED used, Active Canadian’s doctor was able to provide a report indicating that the
actions taken by Nenad saved this patient’s life. The doctor called it a “good save”.
Nenad responded to a patient who was clinically deceased, and that patient left his
care alive.

S/O Nenad Keric

Alison Salt, Western Canada
2013 Securitas Canada Performance Award Winner
Alison has worked for Securitas at a client site for 3 years. She proudly represents all
of Securitas Values: Integrity, Vigilance, and Helpfulness. In her work environment,
Alison comes in contact with people from all over the world who are away from home
and families. Alison is an ambassador for making the people in her path feel welcome
and at home. This quality extends to her co-workers as well. It is inclusive and puts a
smile on faces without effort.
She is conscientious, diligent, and always leads by example. Alison’s integrity and
caring traits extend from the workplace to the community where she volunteers as an
Emergency Medical Responder and many have commented that their days are
enhanced when they work with her.

S/O Alison Salt

Daniel Extence and Kevin Lewis, QNEO Area
2013 Supervisor Award Winners
The morning of August 27th, 2013 started like any other morning at the client site. The
employee’s arriving for work and the visitors beginning to enter the venue on their
visits. Workers assigned to the site were starting their days when suddenly a call for
help was heard over the security channel. A man had just been witnessed falling head
first by one of our security personnel down a 15 foot wall.
Site Supervisor Daniel Extence and Shift Supervisor Kevin Lewis responded to the
emergency call within moments. Both are certified in Medical First Responder training.
They attended to the worker within less than 2 minutes of the accident. They provided
CPR and First Aid to the worker who was unfortunately severely bleeding from the
head. Paramedics arrived on the scene and Daniel and Kevin continued to assist the
Paramedics while they all made every effort to save the worker.

Site Supervisor Daniel Extence
and Shift Supervisor Kevin Lewis

Unfortunately it was determined by the Paramedics that the worker had succumbed to
his injuries. Kevin and Daniel remained at the accident scene assisting the Paramedics
and providing detailed information to the Police and Workers Compensation
Investigators. Both Kevin and Daniel remained at work for the entire day continuing to
take care of the staff and the regular security duties of our client.
Because of their successful training as Supervisors and Medical First Responders they
were able to provide the best care possible for the injured worker while the
Paramedics arrived. They did everything they possibly could to save this person’s life
showing great personal strength and character under a highly stressful event.
Securitas will always remain grateful for their heroic efforts on this unfortunate day.
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News from Human Resources
Guidelines to Prevent Workplace Slips, Trips and Falls
It’s probably happened to most of us. That
momentary lapse of inattention or distracted by
an activity that ends in a slip, trip or fall. A stumble
down a stairway, a trip over an uneven surface;
slipping on the ice; can lead to a variety of
regrettable events ranging from a simple bruised
shin to an extremely serious injury. The WSIB in
Ontario has identified “slips, trips and falls” as one
of the top five causes of workers’ compensation
claims over the last five years.
A ‘slip” occurs when there is too little traction or
friction between the shoe and walking surface. A
“trip” occurs when a person’s foot contacts an
object in their way or drops to a lower level
unexpectedly, causing them to be thrown offbalance. A trip most often results in a person
falling forward, while a slip most often results in
the person falling backwards. A “fall” occurs when
you are too far off-balance.
There are many situations that may cause slips,
trips, and falls, such as ice, wet spots, grease,
polished floors, loose flooring or carpeting, uneven
walking surfaces, clutter, electrical

cords, open desk drawers and filing cabinets.
Loose, irregular surfaces such as gravel, shifting
floor tiles, and uneven sidewalks, can make it
difficult to maintain your footing. Most slip, trip and
fall incidents are preventable with general
precautions and safety measures.
Injuries from falls may be caused by a variety of
sources. Many of these sources, like curbs, flaws in
parking lots and uneven lawns, are not of significant
height, but have the potential to cause significant
injuries. The best way to prevent injuries such as
these is to be aware of where you are going while
also paying attention to your walking surfaces.
Some of the Factors Contributing to Slips, Trips and
Falls include:
•
Wet or Slippery Surfaces
•
Environmental Conditions
•
Insufficient or Inadequate Lighting
•
Changes in Elevation
•
Housekeeping Issues in Working and
Walking Areas

Especially now that the change of season is
upon us, it is important to keep in mind that
no matter how well the snow and ice are
removed from sidewalks, parking lots and
the surrounding streets, people
will
invariably encounter some slippery surfaces
when walking outdoors. Many coldweather injuries are the result of falls on icecovered streets and sidewalks. Walking on
snow or ice is especially treacherous.
Getting around in the changing weather
conditions, calls for planning, caution, and
exercising little common sense to protect
one’s health and safety. In the event of an
injury, regardless how minor it may be, it is
important
to
report
it
to
your
Supervisor/Manager. It could prevent
someone from experiencing a more serious
injury down the line.

John Coletti, Securitas Canada, Vice President HR

Healthy Eating and You!!
Recent studies have shown that we are not eating right. In fact,
most Canadian adults are not meeting the minimum servings
recommended in Canada's Food Guide (2007) on a daily basis.
Since on average most of us spend 60% of our waking hours at
work, it stands to reason that the workplace is a good place to
encourage healthy eating.
Employees who eat well are employees who feel better, have
increased energy and are more productive. Healthy eating
makes you feel better about yourself and worry less about
weight. Employees who try to follow guidelines of
good
nutrition will be less likely to be obese, have heart disease,
strokes, diabetes, and some types of cancer. Eating well
(choosing wisely from a variety of foods and choosing lower fat
foods more often) also reduces the risk of certain types of
cancer, heart disease, stroke, obesity, diabetes and other
diseases.

• 56 per cent eat less than 5 servings of vegetables and fruit daily (Canada’s
Food Guide recommends 7-10 servings daily for adults)
• 45 per cent do not consume the recommended minimum servings of milk
or milk products daily (Canada’s Food Guide recommends 2-3 servings
daily for adults)
Here is an example of how to incorporate Healthy Eating into the
Workplace:
•

Provide healthy food choices at all meetings and workshops. Some
examples of healthy snacks include vegetables & dip, fruit trays,
yogurt, cheese & whole-grain crackers, lower-fat muffins, or whole
grain bagels served with beverage choices like water, milk or 100 per
cent fruit/vegetable juices.

• 56 per cent eat less than 5 servings of vegetables and fruit daily
(Canada’s Food Guide recommends 7-10 servings daily for
adults)
•
Research shows many adults have poor eating habits:
• 75 per cent eat less than 5 servings of grain products daily
(Canada’s Food Guide recommends 6-8 servings daily for adults)

John Coletti, Securitas Canada, Vice President HR
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Securitas Hotline Information
What is the Securitas Hotline?
The Securitas Hotline is a secure and
confidential way for employees to report
ethics, safety, and other workplace
concerns.
You can place a call to The Securitas
Hotline at 1-866-528-6556 or file a
report online at www.securitashotline.ca
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Remember, many Securitas employees
work at client facilities and are expected
to observe and report certain types of
situations as part of their job. The
Securitas Hotline is not a substitute for
everyday reporting, but should be used
to report only those conditions or
situations that you were unable to resolve
through local branch management.

•
•

These concerns may arise from
observing the following types of
inappropriate conduct:
•
•
•
•

•
•

What issues should I first take to my
branch management?
•
Working through your chain of command
is key. Questions pertaining to uniforms,
pay cheques, or clarification regarding
Company policy should first be
addressed with your Branch Manager.
However, if you are uncomfortable with
approaching local management or did not
receive a satisfactory response from
them, The Securitas Hotline is an
appropriate option.
What types of concerns should I report
to The Securitas Hotline?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harassment
Discrimination
Alcohol or drug use
Workplace violence
Policy violations
Pay issues
Health and safety issues
Theft, fraud, or damage to company
property

Ethics violations or any illegal activity
Unfair treatment of any kind

An employee exhibiting signs of
violent behaviour.
Someone selling drugs at work.
An employee risking an accident
because of drugs or alcohol use.
A fellow employee taking Company
or client property such as cash,
supplies, inventory or equipment.
Someone vandalizing Company or
client property or equipment.
Yourself or someone else being
treated unfairly or unprofessionally
because of sex, race, national origin,
age, disability, religion or other
protected grounds
A co-worker making a false injury
claim.

What happens when I make a report?
You can either call in a report or submit
one online. When you call, a Securitas
Hotline communications specialist will
answer your call and ask you a series of
questions to understand the nature of
your call. It is important that you provide
information such as the name and
location of your branch office and any
other pertinent information that will assist
the company in researching and resolving
your concern.
The communications
specialists will take your information and
prepare a written report that will be
forwarded to Securitas management.
When you make a report online, you are
asked to respond to a series of questions
as well. A report is also generated and

forwarded to Securitas management.
After the report is reviewed, it will be
assigned appropriately to initiate an
inquiry.
Will I have to give you my name?
No, you do not have to give your name if
you do not wish to. The information in
your report will always be confidential.
However, in some cases, management
may need more information in order to
address your concerns, or you might be
encouraged to meet with a management
representative if you were personally
affected by the situation being reported.
But it will always be your decision
whether to identify yourself.
What if I don’t have all the facts?
Securitas wants you to report all concerns
in good faith. We will look into the
information you provide, attempt to verify
it and take appropriate action.
If
additional
information
is
needed,
someone will contact you.
How do I check the status of my report
to The Securitas Hotline?
After you submit your report, you will
enter a custom password and
be
assigned a unique report key. This
information is exclusive to your report
and is unavailable to Securitas in order to
protect your confidentiality if you chose
to remain anonymous. You can use your
password and report key to contact The
Securitas Hotline either by phone or web
to obtain a response or provide additional
information.
The Securitas Hotline
www.securitashotline.ca or
1-(866)-528-6556

John Coletti, Securitas Canada, Vice President HR
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Highlight on
Employees

Back Injury Prevention Tips
Preventing a back injury is much easier
than repairing one. Since your back is
critically important to your ability to
perform all daily activities including your
job. Most pain arises from using your
back improperly, so learning a few basic
rules about lifting, posture and proper
exercises can help keep your back in
good shape. Having strong back and
stomach muscles is important in order
to support the work your back is put
through each day. By doing simple
back-toning exercises, you not only
strengthen your back, but can also
reduce stress and improving your
posture. The following is a general list
of things to keep in mind when placed
in a situation requiring you to lift an
object:
1. MAINTAIN GOOD POSTURE
You can prevent many back pains by
learning to sit, stand and lift items
correctly. When you sit down, don’t
slouch.
Slouching makes the back
ligaments, not the muscles, stretch and
hurt, thus putting pressure on the
vertebrae. Learn to stand tall with your
head up and shoulders back.
2. PLAN YOUR LIFT
Lifting objects is often a mindless task
and unfortunately many people perform
lifts incorrectly, resulting in unnecessary
strain on their back and surrounding
muscles. In order to lift correctly and
reduce strain on your back, it’s
important to plan your lift in advance.
This means to think about the weight of
the object you will be moving and the
distance you will be moving it. Is it
bulky? Will you need help? Do you see
any hazards that can be eliminated?
Think about this whenever you do any
lifting.

3.

POSITION YOURSELF CORRECTLY
IN FRONT OF THE LOAD
Once you have planned your lift, the next
important step is to align yourself correctly
in front of the load with your feet straddling
the load, one foot slightly in front of the
other for balance. Slowly squat down by
bending your knees, not your back and
stomach. Using both hands, firmly grab
the load and bring it as close to your body
as you can. This will help distribute the
weight of the load over your feet and make
the move easier.
4.

The Employee
Anniversary
Recognition Program

LIFT WITH YOUR LEGS, NOT YOUR

BACK
Once the load is close to your body, slowly
straighten out your legs until you are
standing upright. Make sure the load isn’t
blocking your vision as you begin to walk
slowly to your destination. If you need to
turn to the side, turn by moving your feet
around and not twisting at your waist.
5. GET HELP, IF NEEDED
If the load is too heavy, bulky, or awkward
for you to lift alone, find a friend to help
you carry it. If no one is available, is it
possible to break the load into two smaller
loads? Or, can you locate a cart or dolly to
help you move it? Look for simple
solutions to help make the move easier on
you and your back.

Securitas Canada’s Employee
Anniversary Recognition Program is
designed to formally recognize
employees on key anniversary
dates. Employee recognition, be it
for number of years of service or for
other reasons, is a crucial
component of employee motivation.
Taking the time to recognize an
employee goes a long way towards
strengthening both employee and
client relationships. Our clients
appreciate the fact that Securitas
understands and demonstrates that
people make the difference!
The Employee Anniversary
Recognition Program is to be
administered locally by each Area
and should include an Employee
anniversary recognition pin
(available for one, three and fiveyear anniversaries and every five
years after that), an employee award
certificate and a congratulations
letter to the employee. This
information is all available on the
Knowledge Library.

John Coletti, Securitas Canada, Vice President HR
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Health and Safety
Although some would believe that much of the flu season has passed, there is still plenty of time for many to develop the flu, and in fact,
there is no specific window for when one may or may not contract the flu. With this in mind, we want to remind everyone of some
important tips which will improve your chances of avoiding falling ill to the flu and to help contain the spread of it should you come in
contact with it.
How to prevent the spread of Influenza viruses
In the interests of maintaining workflow and taking all preventable measures available to reduce the risk of contracting or spreading the
virus, Securitas Canada asks that you follow the preventative health measures listed below:

•
•

Wash your hands with soap and warm running water for a minimum of 15 seconds or use hand sanitizer gel
Practice proper coughing etiquette. Cover your mouth and nose with your arm or use a Kleenex to cover your mouth. If you must
use your hands to cover your mouth, wash them immediately

•
•
•

Keep common items and surfaces clean
Be sure to get a flu shot every year
Stay home if you are ill to avoid infecting your co-workers

What other measures can I take to help avoid becoming ill

•
•

Continue to practice proper hand hygiene, especially if you are working in areas or offices with shared equipment.
Continue to practice proper respiratory etiquette (i.e., cough or sneeze your arm or sleeve; dispose of used tissues in garbage
cans).

•

Continue to practice proper environmental cleaning. Frequent cleaning of commonly touched items and surfaces can help
reduce the spread of virus. Commercially available cleaning products will do the trick. Don’t forget areas like door handles, light
switches, taps and sinks, stair railings, telephone receivers, keys, cell phones, radios, flashlights, keyboards, computer mouse
devices, fitness equipment, tables, desks, etc.

•
•

Stock up on supplies such as tissues, alcohol-based hand sanitizer and other items you may need when you’re sick.
Transportation in a private vehicle (rather than public transportation) is strongly recommended for anyone who is suffering from
flu symptoms.
Here's a comparison chart to help you spot the difference between the flu & cold:

If you want to learn more about protecting yourself and your family, the following reliable organizations provide up-to-date and
accurate information regarding Influenza and related health advisories:
•

World Health Organization (WHO): http://www.who.int/en/

•

Public Health Agency of Canada: http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/

James Evans, Securitas Canada, National Quality/Health & Safety Manager
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Quality Corner
What is the importance of a Quality Management System (QMSM)?
Service Quality – Our QMSM clearly provides us with a road map to ensure service quality. Our Quality Management System
will ”improve” the quality of our service.
Client Satisfaction – Our QMSM clearly provides us with the tools and processes needed to ensure full client satisfaction.
Client feedback will identify areas that need ”improvement”. Client satisfaction is about meeting the expectations of both our
external and our internal client’s.
Increased Client Growth – By following our QMSM we will establish ourselves in the security industry as a company that is
fully committed to our Quality Management System and that we fully stand behind and live up to our Quality Policy. With an
increased quality service reputation we will grow our business and ”improve” our footprint in the security market.
Increased Productivity – ”Continual Improvement” is at the heart of every Quality Management System and within our QMSM
you will find these two words mentioned repeatedly. No longer will issues/concerns both internally and externally go unheard
or repeated. The five key procedures written in our QMSM, combined with our ISO Steering Committee will ensure increased
productivity, strengthened internal communication and a reduction in wasted time.
Teamwork – Every department, every Manager, every employee – we all have a responsibility to ensure we understand and
follow the processes and procedures written with our QMSM. By working together we will ”improve” our day-to-day
performance which will ”improve” our level of sevice to our clients.
With our successful Stage One External Audit completed, we are now looking forward to our Stage Two External Audit which
st

st

will take place over the course of two days beginning March 31 , 2014 and concluding on April 1 , 2014 as this will be the
final component of our ISO Certification process.
To date, we have completed six ISO Steering Committee Management Review meetings, all of which have produced great
results in a number of key areas, including our four (4) Quality Objectives, progress with our Corrective/Preventive Action and
with our Client Database.
Quality Objectives:
-

Invoice Corrections

-

Joint Health & Safety Meeting Frequency

-

Days to Hire

-

Client Contact

We look forward to further communicating and hearing from you on happenings within our Quality Management System. If
you have comments, feedback and/or suggestions, please contact James Evans at james.evans@securitas.ca
James Evans, Securitas Canada, National Quality/Health & Safety Manager
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Training
STRESS
Did you know that absenteeism due to stress has increased over 300% since 1995 as per Statistics Canada and that it is
the cause of 19% of absenteeism, 40% of turnover, 60% of workplace accidents and 30% of short and long term disability.
The annual cost to Canadian companies due to stress-related disorders is $12 billion dollars.
Not everyone deals with stress in the same way, find what works for you and use it to reduce or eliminate the cause of
stress in your life.
You can effectively manage your stress by:
·

Understanding when you are under stress

·

Identifying the stress source

·

Having a stress-management strategy in place that offers a step-by-step method to relieve the symptoms and
eliminates the cause

Understand when you are under stress at work
The difference in how we react to stress depends largely on how we perceive ourselves and our situation. When you feel
overwhelmed at work, you lose confidence and may become irritable or withdrawn. This can make you less productive and
less effective in your job, and make the work seem less rewarding. If you ignore the warning signs of work stress, they can
lead to bigger problems. Beyond interfering with job performance and satisfaction, chronic or intense stress can also lead to
physical and emotional health problems.
Identify the stress source
Common causes of excessive workplace stress are:
·

Pressure to perform to meet rising expectations but with no increase in job satisfaction

·

Fear of being laid off

·

Pressure to work at optimum levels—all the time!

·

More overtime due to staff cutbacks

·

Little or no recognition

Have a stress-management strategy in place that offers a step-by-step method to relieve the symptoms and
eliminate the cause
·

Organize - Create a balanced schedule. Analyze your schedule, responsibilities, and daily tasks. All work and no
play is a recipe for burnout. Try to find a balance between work and family life, social activities and solitary pursuits,
daily responsibilities and downtime.

·

Prioritize - Make a list of tasks you have to do, and tackle them in order of importance. Break large projects into
smaller steps rather than taking on everything at once. Delegate responsibility. You don’t have to do it all yourself.
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·

Set realistic expectations - We can avoid stress in dealing with others by establishing realistic and mutually
compatible expectations. Perfectionism is a “no-win” situation.

·

Break bad habits - As you learn to manage your job stress and improve your work relationships, you’ll have more
control over your ability to think clearly and act appropriately. You will be able to break habits that add to your
stress at work – and you’ll even be able to change negative ways of thinking about things that only add to your
stress.

·

Take care of yourself - You can increase your resistance to stress by strengthening your physical health though
regular exercise, eating a healthy diet, reducing your caffeine and sugar, avoiding alcohol, tobacco and drugs,
getting enough sleep and reducing stress through relaxation.

·

Get support - Talk it over with someone. In some situations, simply sharing your thoughts and feelings with
someone you trust can help reduce stress. Talking over a problem with someone who is both supportive and
empathetic can be a great way to let off steam and relieve stress.
Note: This article is a reproduction (in part) of the book Managing
Stress and is part of the Securitas Professional Development Series.

Warren Young, Securitas Canada, National Director of Training
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Employee Anniversaries
5 YEARS
ABALLE, ABUNDIO
ABDI, KHAYRE
ADAMS, BARRY
AHMED, FAIZA
AHUJA, PARAS
AJIMAL, MANINDER
ALAS PENA, CARLOS
ALI, LIBAN
AMARILLO-BRILLANTES,
DOMINGO
ANGERS, VIRGINIA
ANTONATION, JUNE
ANTONINI, GABRIEL
AR, BILAL
BADRU, OLAYIWOLA
BAGUIROV, DJAVAD
BEAUDIN, DUSTIN
BEAUDOIN, CHRISTIAN
BEAULIEU, CHRISTIAN
BEDARD, JEAN-FRANCOIS
BEDDAR, DJAMEL
BELISLE, GILLES
BELLEFONTAINE, DAVID
BEN SALAH, GHAZI
BERNARD, KARLAN VELDA
BERTRAND, PATRICK
BILOMBO BASSEHELA,
MARLENE
BING, BRANDON
BISSON, MICHAEL
BOBO, REGINALD
BOLINA, DES
BONENFANT, AMELIE
BOURQUE, JEAN-EDOUARD
BOYD, JEFFREY
CABOT, BEVERLY
CALLOCCHIA, MARK
ANTHONY
CAMERON, BENJAMIN
CANGAL, UGUR
CARDINAL, JEAN-SEBASTIEN
CAZEAU, DINO
CHARETTE, PASCAL
CHARLES, HERVE
CHAULK, BRENDA
CHEN, HAN-CHING
CHHINA, SUKHVINDER
CHICIOREANNU, ARMAND
CHOUICHA, MUSTAPHA
CLARK, JENNIFER
COLLINS, ANDREW
GENECORTEZ, GEORGE
DE GAGNE, ZUBAIR
DECEMBRE, YONAL
DEMELO, STEPHEN
DESFORGES, YOLETTE
DESROSIERS, DANIEL
DODD, AMBROSIA
DONKOR, FRANCIS
DOUCET, STEPHANE
DUFOUR, ISABELLE
DUSENGE, EDOUARD
ELIE, JAMES
ELVY, FARZANA
ESPINOZA, MAGDALENA
ETHERIDGE, JODY
FLAHERTY, TIMOTHY
FLYNN, MELITA
FRAIDINE, KIRILL
GALLANT, ANDRE
GALLIENNE, ELZIRE
GAUR, RAJESH
GEARY, TIMOTHY
GEREIN, DONNA
GHATTORE, HARPREET
GILLARD, PAUL
GILLIS, ROBERT
GINSBERG, ZACK
GOSSE, JANET

GOSSELIN, CLAUDE
GOULET, DOMINIQUE
GRAZIANI, DANYA
GREEN, ROBERT
GREENE, BARRY
HAIDER, IMRAN
HAMDOUS, KARIM
HAMPSON, BRUCE
HASAN, MUSHIR
HASHMATULLAH, SYED
HASLAM, MATTHEW
HELLE, FRANK
HOGAN, KENNETH
HOLLOWAY, WILLIAM
HOOPER, BRIAN
HORION, FRANCIS
HORYNOVA, DANIELA
INGRAM, ADRIAN
JANE, SCOTT
JOHIER, MOHAMED JAMAL
JOSEPH, MARCKENTON
JUNEJO, MUSHTAQ
KABI, HASNA
KARIM, MAHMOOD
KEATING, ALBERT
KELLY, DARREN
EDWARD
KEOUGH, SHAWN
MICHAEL
KHAN, MUHAMMAD IQBAL
KHAN, SHAMSHAD
KHOSSEIN, LIOUDMILA
KOULALI KERDOUDI, MOUNIR
LABADI, MOHAND SALAH
LAMORE, REGINALD
LAMPEREIN, JEAN PIERRE
LAURIN, LUC
LAVOIE, JOHANNE
LEMON-JACKSON, MICHELLE
LESLIE, KAYTON
MAATALANI, ROMY
MACDONALD, LISA DIANA
MAHMOOD, RANA
MANCINI, ERIC
MANOVA, EVELINA
MARCHBANK, JAMES
MAZLOUM, ALI
MCINTOSH, DONALD
MDAGHRI FILALI, ADIL
MIGLANI, RITU
MILLER, DAVID
MINHAS, MUHAMMAD
MOLINA, MYKE
MOREAU, NICOLE
MOULAND, HEATHER
NASSIF RAFEI, NAWAL
NEJJAR, HICHAM
NGUYEN, QUOC CHUNG
NIYONKURU, GERTRUDE
NORRIS, BRYAN
O'BRIEN, JOANNE
OGILVIE-SCOTT, CYNTHIA
OSMANE, ABDELHAFID
OUELLET, SARA
PANCHAL, TUSHAR
PANICHELLA, MARIA
PARRILL, SHEILA
PASCAL, ANDERSON
PATTERSON, ADELLE
PEREIRA, JOHN
PEREZ, JENNIFER
PHILPOTT, WILDA
PITTMAN, BEVERLY ANN
POWER, THOMAS
RAJAH, SELVAN
REANEY, ERINN
REEVES, TIM
REYES, MICHAEL
ROACH, CYRIL
ROSE, BRENDA LYNN

ROSE, DAVID
ROSS, JENNA
ROWSELL, GEOFF
RUCHTEIN, ADRIANA
SADKI, HAFIDA
SAHIJWANI, AJEET
SAINI, SANDEEP
SERFAS, PANAYOTIS
SMITH, MIKE
SMITH, SAMANTHA
ST PREUX, JEAN ROBERT
ST-JUSTE, MARIE LAURETTE
SUDHEER, KALAPPURACKAL
TATE, PATRICK
TEBBAL, WIDAD
THOMPSON, CRAIG
THOMPSON, JO-ANN
TIWARI, SUNI
TATO, KHIEN
TRINH, MY KIEN
TUNIEWICZ, JOANNE
VACA ORIGEL, SANDRA
VIJAYAPALA, LAKSRI
WADE, KAREEM
WALKER, KRYSTAL
WALSH, MARIE
WANG, DANIAN
WARFA, ISTANBUL
WATSON, SHELLY
WEBB, BETTINA
WILDOR, KEVINS
WILSON, WENDY MARIE
WISEMAN, ROSALIND RENEE
WONG, RAYMOND
WOOD, LENA MARIE
WRIGHT, ROBERT
ZAIDI, SYED NASIR
10 YEARS
ALLEN, JANICE H
AMATO, TERESA
ANWAR, KAZI
ARSENEAU, DONALD
AUBIE, FRANCOISE
BARDEGA, FREDERICK
BEAULIEU, MANON
BEAUPRE, NATHALIE
BEDDOUD, KARIM
BEDI, DEV JACK
BERNARD, JANE VERONICA
BERRY, CRYSTAL
BILODEAU, PATRICK
BOUCHA, HOCINE
BOUDREAU, MARIKA
BRAYDON, DOROTHY
BRIDEAU, MIREILLE
BROWN, ALLAN
BUNT, ROGER
CALDARERI, RAYMOND
CHAMBERLAND, SYLVIE
CHOWDHURY, AKM
MAHBUBUR
CHRISTIAN, ELIZABETH
CLAVETTE, PIERRE
CLOONEY, JUDY
COLLINS, CHRIS
COMEAU, ROBERT
CREVECOEUR, ISMAEL
DEKAMA, FININSA
DEROME, DOMINIC
DESCHENES, MIVILLE
DESPUTEAU, FRANCIS
DICKS, ELIZABETH ANN
DIMOV, PIERRE
DOAK, STACEY
DOLCINE, FEDNER
DONALDSON, SANDY
DOUGHERTY, DAWN
DREW, DARREN

ELJALLAD, ABDELHADI
FOURNIER, SOPHIE MARIE
GAGNE, GERVAIS JOSEPH
GAGNON, MIA-TAMYLEE
GALIB, SOULEIMAN
GALLANT, ROBERT
GARNETT, LAURIE
GERMAIN, JOSEPH
GRIFFIN, CRAIG
GUILBERT, GILLES
GWIDIO, ANTHONY
HAGERTY, DONALD
HAYWARD, HELEN
HEBERT, CLAUDIA
HEBERT, DENIS
HICKS, JODI
INDARSHAN, BRIDGPAUL
IQBAL, WADOOD
JACQUET, ESDRAS
JOCHIM, NICOLAS
JODOUIN, VICTOR
KEATS, SHAWN
KEENAN, MONICA
KELLEY, NORMAN
KELLY, RONALD
KENNEDY, CLAIRE
KHILJI, JUNAID
LAGUERRE, CALEB
LANTEIGNE, ERIC
LAUZON, MARK
LEBLANC, FRANCINE
LEPAGE, GUILLAUME
LEVESQUE, CHANTAL
LOUDA, NAIMA
MACDONALD, CLYDE
MAGHZAL, GHASSAN
MARGESON, BELINDA LEE
MATTE, RICHARD
MCKENNA, DIANE
MCMULLEN, VALDA
MIGNEAULT, GILLES
MITCHELL, LOUIS
MOFFATT, DAWN
(MELANIE)
MUNAWAR, SAUD
NEWHOOK, ELIZABETH
JOYCE
NG, VINCENT
NICHOLS, JEFFREY
OUELLET, YVES
PARLEE, JEREMY
PARSONS, RICK
PAYNE, MYLES
PEREIRA, OCTAVIANO
PONTSIOEN, HANS
PRIVE, GHYSLAINE
RADULESCU, ALINA
RAFIQUE, MOHAMMAD
NASRU
RAMANAH, NAVIN
ROCHA, ALESSANDRORO
MILA, FLORIN
ROY, LISA
SAWYER, SCOTT
SEGUIN, RAYMONDE
SEYMOUR, DONNA LYNNES
HALILEH, MOHAMMAD
SHUPE, RACHEL CATHERINE
SHUSTER, ALANA
SIFI, MARIO-HADJI-AHMED
SIMARD, MICHEL
SMITH, ADAM
SMITH, JAMIE A R
SULLIVAN, DANA BARRY
TETRAULT, MAJA
TREMBLAY, THERESE
TURCOTTE, CHRISTIAN
VEILLETTE, RACHEL
WATSON, JOHN
WAYNE, BARBARA

WHITE, LINDA
15 YEARS
ABHULIMEN, EMMANUEL
ARCILLA, FEDERICO
BAHADUR, HUGH
BENSOUDA, BADRE
BLACKTON, RODNEY
BLAIS, JEAN
DEASE, RITA
DEYO, SHAWN
EL HARDOUZ, HOCENI
GIGLIOTTI, ANGELA
GOUDREAU, SONIA
GRANT, LUCY
GRENIER, RAYMOND
HEBERT, DEREK
HILT, LISA
JANES, GLORIA
JESPERSEN, ALAN
LOOK, BRIAN
MCGRATH, JACKIE
MCMURTRIE, KIRSTY
MURRAY, CAROLYN
PARLEE, MARGARET
SANDS, DEANNA
SMITH, RONALD
STATHATOS, DENIS
STEPHENSON, KIMBERLY
SYLVESTRE, GERARD
VALENY, BOON
VILLENEUVE, SIMON
VLADIMIR, GAVRILOV
WELLS, MIKE
WHELAN, DAWN AGNES
YOUNG, RAYMOND
20 YEARS
ALWAY, JONATHON
BEDARD, MARIO
BISAILLON, ROBERT
CAKE, MICHAEL
CARSTAIRS, ROBERT
EL-BUSAIDY,
ABDULRAHMAN
GARRON, CHARLES
GLOVER, DAVID
KEENAN, DAVID
LAPLANTE, JEFF
LOGAN, HENRY
REGIMBAL, CLAUDE
ROY, LILLIAN
SMITH, PHILIP
TIPPIN, JOHN
25 YEARS
BLANCHETTE, DENNIS
BOUCHARD, CLERMONT
BURBRIDGE, CARL
COLETTI, JOHN
GERMAIN, PIERRE
HARRIS, MICHAEL
HARRIS, WILLIAM (BILL)
MCKAY, STUART
O'DONNELL, BRAD
ROCHELIN, REGNA
THIARA, BALROOP
URIAS, STEPHEN
VAITHILINGAM, SIVAKUMAR
30 YEARS
LABELLE, LUC
SCOTT, MARTIN
35 YEARS
GEOFFROY, ANDRE
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